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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall discuss the boundary value problem 
f” +f”(f+ cg) + 1 -f’2 = 0 (1) 
g”’ + g”( f + cg) + c(l - g’“) = 0 (2) 
f(0) = f’(0) = g(0) = g’(0) = 0 (3) 
f’(m) =g’(oo) = 1, (4) 
which we shall denote by (P). This problem arises in studying the boundary 
layer for three dimensional flow near a stagnation point, and the equations 
were first derived by Howarth in 1951 [5]. A discussion of their derivation 
and physical significance is also given in [6]. 
In a recent paper [3], we showed that the above problem has at least one 
solution for any c > 0; here, we shall be concerned with negative values of c. 
Our technique in this case is quite different from that employed for c > 0; 
rather, we use the methods of another paper [4], in which we considered a 
generalization of the well-known Falkner-Skan equation 
f” +ff” + h(1 -f’s) = 0 (5) 
for negative values of h. As in [4], we make use of the Schauder-Tychonoff 
fixed point theorem for locally convex spaces. The reader is referred to [4] 
or [8] for other references on Falkner-Skan and related problems. 
We wish to emphasize that the case of negative c in (P) is of physical 
interest, and has been the object of numerical work in the engineering 
literature [l], [7]. It turns out that physical problems can be reduced to the 
case c > - 1, which is fortunate because Davey has shown in [I] that for 
c < - 1 there is no solution. 
* The author was supported partially by the National Science Foundation under 
Grant No. GP 12261. 
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The numerical results for (P) in [l] indicate that there is a y E (- 1,O) 
such that for y < c < 0 the problem has a solution f, g such that g” > 0 on 
on (0, co), while for - 1 < c < y, g”(0) < 0. (There appear to be several 
solutions in this case.) This is analogous to the situation for the Falkner- 
Skan equation. Our existence proof seems to be limited to finding solutions 
for which g” > 0; more precisely, we shall prove the following. 
THEOREM. There is a c,, < 0 such that for any c in [c,, , 0) the pro6fem (P) 
has at least one solution f, g. In fact, there is a solution satisfJring the further 
conditions f R > 0, g” > 0, f’ + cg’ > 0 on (0, co), and such that f’ and g’ 
tend to 1 exponentially. 
The proof will be based on a consideration of the following equations, 
obtained from (P) by setting u = f + cg, w = g’ + 1: 
f” +f”u + 1 -f’2 =O (6) 
w”+w’u+c(l-g’)w=O (7) 
w(0) = 1, w(m) = 2. (8) 
The Schauder-Tychonoff theorem will be applied on the Cartesian product 
space X x X, where, if R+ = [0, co), 
X = {R : Rf + (- co, co) 1 /z(O) = h’(0) = 0, h’ continuous on R+}. 
The locally convex topology used on X is defined by convergence; a sequence 
(h,} of elements in X is said to converge to h E X if hn’(t) + h’(t) uniformly 
on compact intervals. 
Our proof can be outlined by listing several lemmas we shall need. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose u E X and u > 0 on R f. Then there is a unique solution 
fU of (6) which satisfies th e ur f th er conditions fU E X, fU’( CO) = 1, fi > 0 on R+. 
LEMMA 2. Let f0 denote the solution of (6) obtained in Lemma I when u = 0. 
Then for any u E X with u 2 0, we have f,,’ 3 fO’ on Rf. 
LEMMA 3. There is a function k, E X, with k,” continuous and positive 
on R+, and a cl < 0 such that ;f (i) u, g E X, (ii) 0 < U’ < 1 and 
0 <g’ < 1 on R+, and (iii) w satisJies (7), (8) and 0 < w < 2 on R+, then 
fO’ + cl(w - 1) > k,’ on Rf. 
Remark. There is no assertion that such a w must exist. 
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LEMMA 4. There is a c2 < 0 and a function g, E X, with g;T continuous and 
g,” > 0 on R+, such that 
g,‘(~) = 1, s m 1 1 -g,,‘(t)\ dt < co, 0 
ad 
g,” + k,ggl; + cz(l - gh’) >, 0 on R+. 
Before giving the next lemma we define a closed convex subset of X x X: 
Y = ((u, g) 1 u E X, g E X and k,’ < u’ < 1, go’ < g’ < 1 on R+}. 
LEMMA 5. For any (u, g) E 9’ there is a unique solution w,,~ of (7), (8). 
In Section II we shall prove these lemmas. Using them, we define an 
operator T on Y as follows: T(u, g) = (U, G), where, in the notation of 
Lemmas 1 and 5, 
W = It (wu,&) - 1) ds and U=f,+cG. 
0 
In Section III we shall show that T maps Y continuously into a compact 
subset of itself. The Schauder-Tychonoff theorem then implies that T has 
a fixed point (ZJ* , g*) in Y, and it is easily seen from the definition of T that if 
f* = u* - cg, 3 then f* = fU, and the pair f* , g, solves the original pro- 
blem. The other properties required off* , g, follow in the course of the 
proof. 
Remark. It would be just as easy, and more natural, to find a fixed point 
for the operator TI : (f, g) ---f ( fU , G) where u = f + cg, G as above, but the 
notation seems a little less cumbersome when the operator T is discussed. 
II. PROOFS OF BASIC LEMMAS 
Proof of Lemma 1. A simple connectedness argument can be used to show 
existence. We shall only sketch this since the details are very similar to parts 
of the existence proof for c > 0 in [4] or the proof for the Falkner-Skan 
equation given in [2]. 
For each real number (II let fa denote the solution of (6) with initial condi- 
tions f (0) = f ‘(0) = 0, f “(0) = 01. Define two subsets of the real line as 
follows: 
A = {a 1 There is a to > 0 such thatfti’(to) > 1 and f=‘(t) > 0 for 0 < t < to}. 
B = {a 1 There is a to > 0 such that f-‘(to) < 0 and fa’(t) < 1 for 0 < t < to}. 
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Clearly, A n B is empty, and it can be shown without much trouble that A 
and B are both open and nonempty. Therefore, A u B is disconnected and 
there must exist an “0 not in A u B. It is then clear that 0 < fjO < 1 as 
long as the solution fiO exists. From the equation 
(f “(2) e 
J+y = _ (1 _ f ‘(ty) eJ:u(S)ds, 
which is equivalent to (6), it follows that f z, is eventually of one sign, and it 
can easily be shown that in fact f zO(t) > 0 for all t and f L,(t) tends mono- 
tonically to 1. 
There remains to show the uniqueness of this solution. For this purpose and 
for later use the following simple result is convenient. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose r E X and p is a continuous nonnegative function on R+. 
Suppose, also, that fol some continuous function u, 
r” + ur’ --pa0 on Rf 
and r(0) = 0, r(a) = 0. Then r < 0 on Rf. 
Proof of Lemma 6. We have 
If, at some point t, , r(tJ 3 0 and r’(tl) > 0, we see r’(t) > 0 for t > t, , 
since r’ef” is nondecreasing as long as r 2 0. 
In order to complete the proof of Lemma 1 suppose fi and f,solve(6), with 
fi , f2 E X, f 1 and f; positive, and f;(m) = f2’(co) = 1. Then 
(fi -fir + u(f1 -f2)” - (fi’ -f2’) (fi’ + fi’) = 0, 
and letting r = fi’ - fi’, ‘p = fi’ + f2’, Lemma 6 shows fi’ < f2’. Similarly, 
fi’ >f2’* 
Proof of Lemma 2. An argument like the above works here, also. We have 
f; + 1 -f;“= 0, f,” +uf; + 1 -f;“= 0. 
Since u 3 0, f: > 0, we can subtract to obtain 
(fo - f”)” - (f0’ +fU’) (fo’ - fu’) 2 0, 
and Lemma 6 implies fO’ - fu’ < 0. 
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Proof of Lemma 3. The hypotheses imply that lu(t)l < t and 
c( 1 - g’) w < 0 on R +; hence, W” > - ) w’ 1 on [0, 11. Therefore, for any 
t, E [0, &] such that w’(ts) > 0, it is the case that w’(t) > w’(t,) e-(t-to) on 
[ts , 11. For w’(t,) sufficiently large and t, < 4 this implies w(t) > 2 for some 
t in [$ , 11, contradicting (iii). That is, we have shown there is an 
M,, > 0 such that if w, g, and u satisfy (i), (ii), and (iii), then w’(t) < M, on 
[OS *I- 
Next, let 
fz = f,‘(U and 6 = &,f I(49 . . 
where f, is as in Lemma 2. Choose cr < 0 so that ) cJ&, 1 < b/2 
and I c1 ) < a/2. Then f a + crw’ > b/2 on [0, 41, from which 
fo’ + G(W - 1) z (W) t on this interval. Also, fO’ + cl(w - 1) > a/2 for 
t > 4 , and the existence of the desired function k, follows easily. 
Proof of Lemma 4. This proof resembles that of Lemma 3 in [4]. Consider 
the boundary value problem 
h”+k&l”=o, h(O) = h’(O) = 0, h’(c0) = 1. 
This, clearly, has a solution, with h”(t) > 0, and 
h’(t) = 1: exp (- S”, K,(X) &) h”(0) a!~ 
h”(O)-l = jm exp (- 1: K,(x) dr) ds < Co. 
0 
Let h,(t) = U(t/2), giving 
jqt) + A,&) qq _ h”y I k,(t) h2’W) 
a h”(Q) I koW2) h”(Q) 
4 2 
Our procedure now is to show that p = (A: + k&)/(1 - hi2) is bounded 
below by a positive number over [l, co) and then to modify h, slightly over 
[0, l] to obtain the desired function go . Now, 
where 
p(t) 2 k,(t/2) h”(t/2)/4(1 - #(t/2)) (1 + h’(t/2)) 
a HOW 4Wl 
q(t) = W9 exp (- lti2 ko(4 &)/8 (W) /‘p,, exp (- ,: ROW h) A) - 
0 
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L’Hospital’s rule shows that q(t) tends to 
lim k,(ti’2) -= 
t+m 8 
+ 00 
so inf,>ip(t) > 0. 
Next, choose a function 5 E Ca[O, 00) such that l;(t) = 0, t > 1, and also 
require that 5 E X, r(O) > 0, and c, {‘, t”, and 5” are all nonnegative on 
[0, $1. By multiplying 5 by a small positive number, if necessary we can also 
assure that 
1 5” + ho<” 1 < $ (h: + hoh;) on 14 9 11. 
If we then set g,, = h, + 5, we have 
ih; + k,h; + 5”’ + hoc” > 0 
d + ‘,g;; = jh; + /Q; 
on P, 11 
on [l, 00). 
Then g,, satisfies the desired conditions with 
_ c 
2 
= inf g; + 'Ogb 
t>o 1 -g;2 . 
Proof of Lemma 5. Since this proof is practically the same as the proof of 
Lemma 2 in [4], we shall only give a short outline here. It is shown that there 
are linearly independent solutions wi and w2 of (7) with wi(co) = 0, 
w2( co) = 1, w,(O) # 0. Then 
w(t) = 1 - 2w,(O) 
WI(O) 
WlW + 2%(t) 
is the unique solution of (7) and (8). 
Proof of Main Theorem. Henceforth, we shall assume c < 0 is fixed, with 
c 2 c, = max(c, , cr). The above lemmas show that the operator T (defined 
after the statement of Lemma 5) is well-defined on Y. We must verify that 
T maps Y continuously into a compact subset of itself. The following result, 
together with Lemmas 2 and 3, shows T(Y) C 9’. 
LEMMA 7. If (u,g) E Y, then g,’ + 1 < w~,~ < 2 on Rf. 
Proof. Suppose that, at some point to , 
%.&o) 2 0, 4,&o) > 0. 
From the equation (w’e]“)’ = - ~(1 - g’) weS” it follows that wi,, > 0 on 
[to, CO); hence, (8) implies w&t) < 2 for t > 0. 
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To show g,,’ + 1 < w,,~ , let w = g,,’ + 1; then 
O” + k,v’ + cg( 1 - go’) 0 > 0. 
Since u > k, , 0 > c > co , v’ > 0, and g,’ <g’, we conclude that 
w” + uv’ + c( 1 - g’) v > 0, 
and so 
(v - w)” + u(v - w)’ + c(1 - g’) (w - w) 3 0. 
From Lemma 6, o < w, completing the proof. 
Next, we check that T is continuous on Y. This is equivalent to showing 
that if {(un , gJ> is a sequence of elements in Y converging to (u,g) in 9, 
then wU,..,(4 + wdt) andfii (0 -+fu’(t> uniformly on compact intervals. 
Let w, = w,~,, and f., = fu 
initial value pro”blems for (6) n 
: Because of the continuity of solutions of 
and (7), it is enough to show w,‘(O) -+ w:,,(O) 
and f g(O) --f f i(O). 
Suppose, in fact, that ~~‘(0) + w;,,(O). Then we can assume there is an 
E > 0 such that either (a) ~~‘(0) < w&(O) - E, n = 1, 2,..., or 
(b) ~~‘(0) > w;,,(O) + E, n = 1, 2 ,... . Consider case (a), (b) being treated 
similarly. 
Let s solve the initial value problem 
s”fus’fc(1 -g’)s=O, s(0) = 1, s’(0) = w;*,(o) - +. 
Then 
@hb*B - 4” + eJu,c7 - s)’ + c( 1 - g’) (w,,, - s) = 0, 
b%J - s) (0) = 0, (w,*, - s)’ (0) > 0. 
Then the proof of Lemma 6 shows that (uu,,, - s)’ > 0 on Rf; hence, in 
particular, s(c0) < w&co) = 2 (lim,,, s(t) exists or equals - 60). 
Also, for each n, let V~ solve the initial value problem 
v:: + u,v, + c(1 - g,‘) vn = 0 
%(O) = 1, w,‘(O) = w:,,(o) - 5 (= s’(0)). 
Just as above, we can conclude that 
v, 3 w, on Rf. (11) 
Finally, since u, + u and g, -+g uniformly on compact intervals, it must be 
the case that u, -+ s in this fashion. 
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This gives a contradiction, however. For each 1z, (u, ,g,) E 9, so 
T(% , gJ E 9, and in particular w, > g,,’ + 1 on R+. Since gO’( co) = 1, 
there must be a t, such that w,JtJ 3 2 - 6 for each 11, where we choose 
6 = f (2 - s(cn)). (If s(c0) = - co, let 8 = 1.) For sufficiently large tl, 
~~(n(tJ < s(tl) + 6 < w,(t& contradicting (11). 
The proof that f:(O) *f:(O) is similar and will be omitted. 
The final step in our existence proof is to make sure that the image T(9) 
is contained in a compact set. To do this it is sufficient to show that given a 
compact interval I = [0, N], there is a constant K = KI such that 1 f: 1 < K 
and 1 wl,, I < K on I, for all (u, g) E 9’. This follows by noting that 1 u(t)1 < N 
on I, and both fu’ and w,,* satisfy equations of the form 
Y” + y’ + my = 0, 
Iml <ICI + 1, l,cy<2. 
As was done in [4], one can easily obtain an upper bound on 1 y’ I over I 
from these conditions. 
This completes the proof that the problem (P) has at least one solution f, 
g, if I c I is sufficiently small. Lemma 1 implies that f” is positive and the 
proof of Lemma 7 shows g” > 0. Since g,’ tends to 1 exponentially (see the 
proof of Lemma 4), the same is true of g’. Finally we can use the fact that 
fO’ - 1 satisfies an equation of the form 
W”--qw=o, 
where q = fo’ + 1 3 1, and W(m) = 0 to show fo’, and, hence, f ‘, tend to 
1 exponentially. In fact, suppose V” - V = 0, V(0) = W(O), V(a) = W(a). 
If we set r = V - W and note that W(t) < 0, then Lemma 6 shows 
W(t) > V(t) = W(0) e-‘. 
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